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Price: 447,000€  Ref: ES166325

Apartment

Fuengirola

3

2

125m² Build Size

Pool: Yes

This new project of 2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments, is set in in a privileged location, with

magnificent views and just a few steps away from the sea. Enjoy its common areas;

sauna, swimming pool, and large garden areas. The complex truly stands out for its

avant-garde architecture, with refined materials and homes in which energy efficiency is

a hallmark.  Located in one of the most coveted areas of the Costa del Sol. The carefully

designed layout and orientation of the buildings ensure magnificent views of the sea

from almost all homes.  Located in a fully consolidated district means you ...(Ask for

More Details!)
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This new project of 2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments, is set in in a privileged location, with magnificent views

and just a few steps away from the sea. Enjoy its common areas; sauna, swimming pool, and large garden

areas. The complex truly stands out for its avant-garde architecture, with refined materials and homes in

which energy efficiency is a hallmark.  Located in one of the most coveted areas of the Costa del Sol. The

carefully designed layout and orientation of the buildings ensure magnificent views of the sea from almost all

homes.  Located in a fully consolidated district means you have everything you need within easy reach. Both

you and your family will have all the services you are looking for while at the same being able to go down to

the beach without having to take the car. The area around your new home includes restaurants, shops, and a

wide range of leisure offerings.  The ideal project for those seeking to live just 15 minutes from Malaga city

and In just a quarter of an hour by car you can reach Marbella or Malaga. without renouncing the comforts

and tranquility of a residential setting. Enjoy the advantages of a home surrounded by the best services.
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